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About IESE For Impact Community Fund
Founded in 2017, IESE For Impact Community Fund (IFIC) is a legacy 

impact investment vehicle managed by IESE MBA students.



The IFIC Founders (MBA 2017)
Vanessa Macdougall
Daniel Orlando Bueno Serra
Ana Isabel de la Guardia Garde

Michael Mascarenhas
Fabian Rudolf Jeroen Roobeck
Alberto Sanchez-Ostiz de Ramalho Fontes
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The IFIC Mission

IFIC was established for three primary reasons:

One is impact, supporting businesses driven by an aim to positively impact society. 

The second is learning, providing hands-on and valuable experience for IESE MBA 
students.

A third is to put the IESE mission into practice, in line with our school’s objective to 
educate leaders with the highest ethical standards.

Scope of Work
100% student managed, the IFIC Board of Directors will be elected each year by the 

winning internal team of the Impact Investment Competition, hosted annually at IESE.

Investment into 
impact startups

Consulting services 
for impact startups
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2018 Term Focus

In parallel with the continued attention to IFIC’s foundation requirements, investment
sourcing and fundraising initiatives were the Student Board of Directors’ focus for the
second half of the 2017-18 academic year.

Legal & Administrative

• A legal sponsor, HF Legal, was secured for IFIC’s investment and administrative needs.
• IFIC is now working with the accounting firm ESCOFET+asociados for tax and financial 

accounting needs.

Investment

Investment sourcing was a primary focus of the 2018 term, and the team identified several
promising investment opportunities including IFIC’s first investment in Ciclogreen.
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Investment Sourcing Progress

IFIC joined leading Spanish impact investor, Ship2B’s investor network, which has been a
primary investment opportunity source, including the investment in Ciclogreen.

Attendance of startup meet-ups, investor forums: IESE 
Business Angels Network Meetings, Cirial 180, Ship2B 

Investor Forum, IESE 40Under40 Entrepreneurs Event, 4YFN

35 impact ventures evaluated

4 due diligence processes

1 investment in 
Ciclogreen



IFIC’s First Investment

IFIC is excited to announce the fund's first investment in Ciclogreen (www.ciclogreen.com), a
sustainable mobility platform that rewards individuals and employees for traveling
sustainably. Users win gifts and discounts by cycling, walking, using public transport, sharing
a car or even skating and running. Ciclogreen’s technology positively impacts the
environment through CO2 reduction, and enables cities to better understand and visualize
sustainable transportation routes.

Their platform, awarded by the Spanish Ministry of Environment, helps companies,
universities and city councils achieve the objectives of their sustainable mobility plan, design
better infrastructures, improve mobility services and get healthier and more productive
employees, students and citizens.
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Investment Rationale & Key Terms  

At the end of May 2018, IFIC invested 5.040 € for 1% ownership in Ciclogreen Move and
Win, S.L., based in Sevilla, Spain. IFIC was a co-investor along with 9 other investors, for a
total investment round of 119.520 €.

Intentional “Lock-step Impact“: Positive environmental and social impact is directly linked to
Ciclogreen‘s business model, which virtually eliminates the risk of “mission drift“ and is
aligned with IFIC‘s impact investment thesis.

Scalability: The Software as a Service (SaaS) business model enables Ciclogreen to take
advantage of customer acquisition and operational efficiencies.

Timing & Market: CSR and smart city technologies are large, growing sectors and still
relatively early in Spain. CSR is a USD 15B industry growing 10% annually, and smart city
technologies is a USD 670B industry growing 18% annually (sources IBIS World and BCC
Research).

Team & Traction: Founder Gregorio Magno Toral is eager to collaborate with IFIC and has
successfully lead Ciclogreen’s early growth since its incorporation in 2016. 30+ corporate
clients as of April are subscribers including Decathlon, the platform has 24.000+ users, and
1.000+ Tn CO2 have been offset by 4+ million km of walking and biking.
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Ciclogreen participated in the annual Impact Investment Competition



Impact Consulting Services

During the 2018 Term, the Student Board of Directors broadened IFIC’s consulting scope to
include impact ventures outside of the portfolio to further strengthen the partnership with
co-investors like Ship2B, develop long-term relationships with entrepreneurs and better
evaluate potential investment opportunities. Two consulting projects were completed with
impact ventures under investment evaluation, Braibook and Baluwo.

Braibook is an impact venture that has developed a braille
e-reader device for the blind, and IFIC developed a
market research survey for the team.

Baluwo is an impact venture that aims to facilitate cross
border payments for migrants. IFIC worked with Baluwo to
develop a scalable operations strategy and international
expansion plan.

A consulting project and additional post-investment support will be developed with
portfolio company, Ciclogreen, and the Impact Consulting Services will continue to expand
as a key IFIC activity in the future.
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Fundraising Progress

• The IESE MBA Class of 2018 Class Gift will be donated to IFIC along with a smaller,
physical gift.

• Donorbox in conjunction with Stripe have been established as the platform for
accepting donations by credit and debit card. The Donorbox platform also acts as a
system of records for ongoing donor management: https://donorbox.org/ific-mba-
2018-class-gift

• A Class Gift Pledge system was also developed to allow graduates to make donations
at a future time (e.g. following the start of employment).

• Fundraising is ongoing and so far for the academic year 2017-18, 12.993 € have been
raised and an additional 4.020 € have been pledged.

• Doing Good Doing Well Conference Participation: To increase awareness about IFIC
across the student body and likeminded professionals, a presentation was made during
the DGDW Conference.

• Graduation Activity Announcements: Additional presentations were made during
Graduation Rehearsal and during the Farewell Event.
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Legacy: Introducing the MBA 2019 Student Directors

Following the 7th Annual Impact Investment Competition, a call for applications was
organized to select the full MBA 2019 IFIC Student Directors. Two of the IESE IIC Team
members joined as Co-Presidents, and six additional directors were nominated from a total
of 15 applications.

MBA 2019 IFIC Leadership
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Tetiana Podvysotska
Co-President & Partnership Development 

Ignacio Andion Arnau
Investment Sourcing, Due Diligence, 

Evaluation

Mathias Michel
Investment Sourcing, Due Diligence, 

Evaluation 

Eiko Naito
Investment Analysis, Transaction Execution 

Michael Wurth
Co-President 

Monica Srinivasa
Marketing & PR

Jean-Baptiste de Harenne
Fundraising & IIC

Abdulrahman Alageel
Impact Consulting

What’s Next from the MBA 2019 Student Directors

• Discovering the impact startup ecosystem of Barcelona by attending and participating in 
relevant events: impact startup fairs, accelerator programs demo days, summits and 
meet-ups;

• Growing a strong pipeline of pre-seed investment deals and consultant projects;
• Strengthening IFIC collaboration with Ship2B, Fundie Ventures, and other partners;
• Increasing IFIC brand awareness among IESE community and beyond;
• Continuing ongoing fundraising initiatives and launching new ones to fulfill the 

IFIC mission;
• Organizing and hosting annual IIC competition.
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Would you like to donate to IFIC? Do you have investment 
opportunity leads? Would you like to collaborate?

Contact IFIC@iese.net | https://ieseforimpact.com

Ayotunde
Obashoro
Nigeria

Javier 
Pedrals
Chile

Michael 
Davis
USA

Rachel 
Messina
USA

Tomoya
Shishido
Japan

Yashar
Faranjani

UK

Farewell from the Board of Directors MBA Class of 2018
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IFIC 2018 Leadership and the new 2019 Leadership



Appendix: Investment Thesis

IESE For Impact Community 
Investment Thesis for the academic year of 2017-18 

Fund Size: IFIC capital is raised through donations, so fund size will vary year-to-year. The
target investment funding round for 2017-18 is 15,000-20,000 EUR.

Stage Focus: Early-stage with business models that prioritize both profitability and positive
impact. Later-stage businesses may be considered for follow-on or co-investment
opportunities.

Geographic Focus: Spain

Sectors: For the 2017-2018 investments, IFIC does not have a specific sector focus but will
concentrate investment sourcing efforts on enterprises that contribute positively to the
following areas:

Education
Healthcare
Financial Inclusion
Sustainable Consumption
Economic Development
Sustainable Agriculture
Sustainable Energy
Affordable Housing
Water & Sanitation

The UN Sustainable Development Goals will also be referenced as a framework for
investment evaluation and decisions. If more than one investment is made, the Board of
Directors will aim to diversify the portfolio, which could lead to a specific sector targeting
strategy.
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Appendix: Investment Thesis Continued

Definition of Positive Impact
Through analysis of research reports and publications by industry leaders such as The Global
Impact Investment Network, IFIC defines positive impact according to the following
considerations:

Impact Through Business Model Product/Service: Does the business model enable
more access--either physically or economically--to important products and services
for individuals or organizations, thus improving quality of life or generating other
positive outcomes otherwise not possible? Examples include lower-cost healthcare
services and increased access to education.

Impact Through Business Model Process: Do the operations and business activities of
the enterprise generate positive impact for employees, communities or the
environment? Examples include sustainable sourcing and employing disadvantaged
individuals.

Alignment with Business Model: IFIC aims to invest in for-profit enterprises that
generate positive social and/or environmental impact as well as financial return. The
impact initiatives should be aligned with the business model and should drive
innovation and competitive advantage.

Beneficiaries: Who benefits from the positive impact and what are their alternatives?

Scale and Scope of Impact: How significant is the positive impact and can it scale? Is
the business model pioneering a new market or improving the infrastructure of and
industry as a whole, thus generating greater impact?

Definition and Evaluation Criteria for Impact Ventures
IFIC will conduct thorough evaluation and due diligence for each investment opportunity. To
be considered an “impact venture,” the enterprise must demonstrate that the generation of
positive social and/or environmental impact is both an intentional and integral part of the
business model. There must be strong alignment between the impact initiatives and the
financial returns. Business innovation should be driven by the impact goals, and potential
impact should be scalable alongside business growth. The venture should have identified
impact KPIs and should demonstrate commitment to an impact measurement and reporting
process.
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Appendix: Investment Thesis Continued

Investment Process Overview
The first IFIC fundraising round will close November 30, 2017. The current IFIC Board of
Directors will source the first investment opportunities beginning June 2017 and will aim to
identify at least one investment by the close of the academic year. The IFIC Board of
Directors will conduct thorough screening and due diligence for each investment
opportunity to ensure that it is aligned with the IFIC Mission.
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Eventual exit paths (e.g. management buy back, sale to strategic partner, sale to other fund)
should follow responsible exit criteria that prioritize the impact focus and ensure its legacy.

Post Investment & Governance
The IFIC Board of Directors will seek Board observation rights and engagement
opportunities with organizations in the portfolio. Bi-annual IFIC reports will be developed to
update donors and the broader IFIC community on the investment process as well as
ongoing portfolio financial and impact metrics.
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Appendix: Governance
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General 
Assembly

Board of 
Directors

Advisory 
Board

Donor Representation
• Approve/remove Board of Directors
• Decide on changes of the bylaws
• No liabilities under the Spanish law

IESE Support
• Act as the Investment Committee
• Help ensure sustainability and 

succession
• Limited time commitment and no 

liabilities 

Executive Committee
• Annual investment thesis and fundraise
• Fund management: deal flow, invest, 

manage, divest, report
• Recruit the best team to lead the fund
• Limited liabilities under the Spanish law
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Appendix: Legal Structure
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Asociación sin animo de lucro

Incorporated as an association, IFIC is a social enterprise

• Every donor is a member of the General Assembly

• Tax benefits

• Small annual administrative requirements

• Money are never to be taken out of IFIC. The returns are to grow the fund, be more 
relevant and support the IESE MBA community

• New Board of Directors every year

• Advisory Board members change stepwise
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